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Abstract

The electronic communication enables the instant and all type availability of user. The different form of information transition can be drawn in the form of SMS and emails. But these emails and SMS systems are also used by the individuals and firm as medium of their advertisement. Spam messages not only involves the unwanted messages but it also includes some viruses and threat to the security system. In this paper, a study to the SMS filtration methods is provided. The paper has explored the types of SMS spams, its threats and various filtration methods to detect the spam SMS.
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1. Introduction

The electronic data communication can be performed in different forms like email, SMS etc. Such communication is carried out in open environment which results the insecurity against various attacks. The easy availability of user’s email and mobile number pass on the communication information to unknown individuals. These persons or firms can send useless messages for promotion, disturbance or hacking. These kinds of email and SMS communication comes under spam messages [1][2][3]. To increase the reliability of the communication system, there is the requirement to block the spam messages and enable only the genuine message communication. Most of the SMS and email gateways use the message filtration at an earlier stage. But even then, the smart spammers identified some other methods, information to deliver the spam messages. There is the requirement of spam message filtration to avoid the unwanted messages. These kinds of spam filter must be applied on communication gateways as well as on the client-side machines. In this paper, the behavior of the spam messages, spam filtration methods and the available spam filtration approaches are discussed [4][5][6][7]. The different type of SMS spam and their ration to the total spam messages is shown in figure 1. The main problem with spam message is that one cannot identify it as spam message. In first appearance, the spam message looks like genuine message. Once the message is read, the spam message can be identified and blocked. Once the spam message is increased, the complexities of handling of spam message increases. It is required to monitor the mobile devices regularly for spam messages. As a message is marked as spam, the filtration software can extract the message information to block the similar messages [9][10][11][12]. The categories of spam messages are commercial spam, charity messages, chain message and SMS service spam. It includes some promotional messages, request messages for some charities, request messages forwarded from others or some messages from different providers to promote and advertise their schemes and updating.

Fig. 1: Types of Spam

The categories of spam messages are listed here under

1.1 Commercial Spam

These kinds of SMS are the promotional messages that a company spread for publicity of some product. Various schemes forwarded regularly to the customers can be identified as spam messages.

1.2 Charity Messages

The request message for some donation or charity by placing some stories and problems are common as SMS spams. These messages are also passed to obtain the account information from the individuals. The direct money transfer by fooling the people is also the goal of such spams.
1.3 Chain Message

The chain messages are the request messages forwarded from the friends. These can be some fake information, charity requests, advertisements, product publicity etc. As the messages are sent by the friends, the mobile number cannot be blocked to avoid such spams.

1.4 SMS Service Spam

The SMS service providers also send spam messages to promote their schemes, and regular updating about new plans. Even if the customer does not have the requirement, such information is communicated to the customers regularly.

2. Literature Survey

The online communication in the form of SMS and mail messages suffers from some unwanted message communication. This communication is termed as spam message communication. Lot of researchers provided different methods to locate the spam message effectively based on the information content observation. In this section, the contribution of earlier researchers is provided. Author [2] applied a feature engineering method to perform spam filtration. The performance adaptation was provided by the author to filter the SMS. The feature level derivation was provided by author to identify the constraint of spam messages. Author [3] used the behavior analysis to filter the spam and included them in blacklist. Author defined Spam Tracker tool to classify the sends, based on the spam type and block the abnormal users. The user activity, message type and the statistical information was processed collectively to identify the messages as spam messages. Author incorporated the tool on existing email server to improve the reliability of mail server. Author [4] applied a crowdsourcing based SMS spam detection system. The probabilistic learning using Bayesian network model was suggested by the author to locate the message and to generate the safe message pattern. Author [5] has applied a content-based analysis to identify the messages as spam messages. The Bayesian filter was applied by the author to block the spam emails. The spam message test collection, its size and language level analysis were applied by the author for spam identification. Author also applied the spamming method using machine learning approach. Author [6] identified the personalized challenges of spam message distribution. The scalability of spam detection method and its distribution on client and server end is provided. The user population analysis based on message type was provided by the author. Author [7] defined an email authentication system by locating the smart senders adaptively. The popular message communication and the message content analysis was performed collectively to identify the spam message and the sender. The direct and indirect effect of the message is also analyzed by the author. Author[8] defined a work on spam filtration on web data communication. The filtration requirement, opportunities and challenges were described by the author. The message archives and the migration filter impact were analyzed by the author. Author[9] defined a spam filter message by analyzing the associated labels. The legitimate emails and messages was identified using data reduction algorithm. The consistent cluster formation and relatively the bad message identification was provided by the author. Author[10] used the similarity graph based method email spam filtration. The aspect based, user based and content-based analysis was provided by the author. The multi featured analysis was provided by the author for spam detection and to include the IP addresses in blacklist. Author[11] has used the cluster adaptive method for semi-supervised analysis for spam message detection. The email clustering-based tool was provided by the author for separately the ham and spam messages. Two semi-supervised learning methods were defined by the author as spam message detection. Author[12] used the logistic regression based spam filtration method. The naïve bays method was applied for feature space generation to generate the disjoint feature group. Author [13] used the minimum descriptor length-based spam detection approach with concern of message length and message content. The message content quality was observed by the learning method to classify the spam messages. Author[14] defined study method to identify the scope and type of various SMS spam detection methods. The result-based evaluation was provided by the author to improve the performance of message learning methods. The classifier-based evaluation was provided by the author to improve the reliability of spam message identification. Author[15] defined an information processing method for both text and image messages. Author setup an ontology-based constraint environment to customize the spam and ham messages. The message quality analysis and relative handling was provided by the author as anti-spammer system. Author[16] defined topic and user specific spam detection. The organization specific, language specific and message type specific spam detection was provided by the author.

3. Spam Filtration Methods

The implemented system aims to utilize filter-based spam detection methods and classify them as such. It uses such an approach in unison with fingerprint processing which increases efficiency and the spam. The SMS service providers also send spam messages to promote detection hit ratio. The system also makes use of multiple sources of spam reporting. These are detailed as server-side reporting, peer to peer reporting by other servers, in-house client-side reporting to SMS servers, and server-side reporting to clients. Furthermore, care should be taken not to filter legitimate messages of the clients in the haste to contain spam. The implemented system uses these approaches to optimize on the performances.

![Fig. 2: Spam Detection Techniques](image)

3.1 Pattern Matching

It works by specifying a pattern (actually a list of patterns) of text that you expect not to be found in legitimate message but common in spam messages (like "$$$$$", "Earn a lot of money" and so on).

3.2 Checking the Sender Mobile Number

Verifying if the sender of the message really exist can be a hard thing (or even impossible) and usually not done. What is much more common is verifying at least the Mobile Number. If a mobile number is sending the spam message again and again, then it can set to the spam list itself. In such case, as some message sent by the particular number, it is already taken as the spam message. This kind of check can be performed on promotional mobile numbers or the SMS service providers.
3.3 Digest Comparison

The Architectural design seeks to incorporate these factors while processing for spam. The first level filter starts with the Digest comparison. Here the process to create a Digest from the incoming message is prompted and this digest is used in an ingenious way to compare for similarities with known and reported spam messages. The system seeks to be optimistic in that it gives a measure of flexibility in which to report spam. The flexibility is not too stringent nor too lenient. The proposed system fixes this at 80% and above matches with the compared digest would result in that message as being reported as spam.

3.4 User Spam Reports

The next process relies on past user spam reports as a logical way of filtering spam. So those messages that manages to sneak past the first process are sure to be filtered in this process if it was reported as spam earlier by that client. This is client specific and does not affect the messages of the whole network in general. This is also a fairly less complex process as the spam reports are maintained and updated by the system and this dictionary of reported spams are compared with incoming messages to aid in detecting spam.

3.5 Contact List Matcher

The next process consists of the address book matching. Here this is a combination of spam sources to verify the incoming mobile number with the stored repository of user. This process also yields good results if the spam was already reported for that particular contact number can be verified.

If spam was detected in this stage then again it is filtered and the process grinds to a halt. So as the system tries its best to detect spam at each of the above-mentioned stages either independently or in union, it also is flexible to not reporting spam of ambiguous messages. This is very important else most of the messages that would even partially describe to one of the above filters would be reported as spam.

3.6 Pattern Matching

Special cases when spammer includes the space between characters of a particular string to avoid being detected as spam by dictionary checking in those cases. Eliminate the input string spaces and form the word and compare with spam Dictionary which some unwanted words and giving individual percentage to all the words.

4. Conclusion

Spam messages are the common threat to the user in the form of continuous disturbance, space consuming, time consuming and the security threaten. In this paper, a study of the problems and challenges associated to the spam messages are identified. The paper also explored the common available methods to detect the spams in SMS system. This paper can serve as a reference in implementing spam filtering techniques based on content.
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